Circular 123/CIA/2018

**CIRCULAR**

The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) announces a call for papers for the conference “ASEM Education in a digital world: bridging the continents – connecting the people?” in Cologne, Germany on 20th and 21st November 2018.

The ASEM Education process constitutes one pillar under the Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM); an informal intergovernmental forum for dialogue and exchange. ASEM societies are moving forward as Industry 4.0 implies new chances and challenges for education, skills and employability.

The proposals are invited for the papers pertaining the following topics:

- Boosting exchange: balancing mobility Asia and Europe through digital formats?
- ASEM’s diversity: fostering intercultural connectivity and understanding in a digital way
- Educational cooperation through virtual learning and blended formats: how to assure its quality?
- Industry 4.0: new challenges for skills and competences of young students and graduates

Selected candidates will receive free accommodation for the duration of the conferences and travel subsidies related to the seat to home institution. Additionally, a 500€ lumpsum will be awarded for each selected paper. The papers will be presented during a workshop session at the conference and published in a conference publication.

Research scholars and Post docs of all academic fields and with an interest in Asian-European cooperation in the field of education to send their abstract and their CV to Martin Schiffering (asem@daad.de) by 15th September 2018.

Further information on the conference and the Call for papers can be found at https://eu.daad.de/de/
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